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ASPECTS OF TRANSLATING SANSKRIT RELIGIOUS TEXTS INTO OTHER LANGUAGES 

Rishiram Adhikari 

 

Sanskrit religious texts carry theological 
ideology, sense and images which are difficult to 
translate. So, it is necessary to analyze linguistic 
items, which helps to minimize errors. This study 
concentrates on different aspects of translating 
Sanskrit religious texts into other languages. It 
highlights phonemic, morphological, lexical, 
semantic, and formal vs. informal aspects of texts. 
The qualitative research paradigm has been 
followed. The study is based on secondary sources 
of data collected from various books.  
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1. Introduction 

The term 'translation' is related to transferring 
knowledge from one language community to 
other language communities. Various scholars, 
translators and writers highlight the different 
aspects of the translation and define it. As Wilss 
(1982) highlights the process and result of 
translation whereas De Beaugrande (1978) 
focuses on process and product both.  In the same 
line, Newmark (1988) claims that "translation is 
first a science, and then a skill, third art and forth 
a matter of taste" (p. 67).  By ‘skill’ he means that 
translation is a craft that would help a person to 
earn his/her livelihood. Nida (1964) and Catford 
(1965) have defined translation as a linguistic 
activity, whereas Savory (1957) defines it as a 
literary endeavor. Similarly, Steiner (1975) and 
Toury (1987) define it "as a philosophical and 
cultural activity"(p.34). Likewise, Snell-Hornby 
(1988) defines as an integrated activity. Brislin 
(1967) defines that, "translation is the general 
term referring to the transfer of thoughts and ideas 
from one language (source) to another (target) 
whether the language are in written or oral 
form"(p.56). By analyzing all the definitions 
given by the scholars, it is found that translation is 
widely known phenomena that transfers thought 
and idea from one language community to other 
language community by the help of text.    

Translation of religious texts is a common 
phenomenon. Such religious texts are translated in 
order to convey the message of God to people. 
Monks, pandits and religious persons translate the 
original text into common languages.  For 
instance, Sanskrit religious texts have been 
translated into Hindi, Nepali, Tamil, and English. 
While translating religious texts from, translators 
are fully guided by spiritual notion rather than 
reality.  Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2002) 
argue: 

The subject matter of religious texts implies 
the existence of a spiritual world that is not 
fictive, but has its own external realities and 
truths. The author is understood not to be free 
to create the world that animates the subject 
matter, but to be merely instrumental in 
exploring it. (p. 22) 

It is argued that translation of religious texts is 
guided by spirituality rather than the reality. This 
study analyzes the basic characteristics of 
translating Sanskrit religious texts. Common 
linguistic categories of phonology, morphology, 
syntax, lexis, and semantics aspects are 
highlighted in the study. In this regards Crystal 
(1995) highlights:  

Religious belief fosters a language variety in 
which all aspects of structure are implicated 
[…..] There is a unique phonological identity 
in such genres as spoken prayers, sermons, 
chants, and litanies, including the unusual case 
of unison chants. Graphological identity is 
found in liturgical leaflets, catechisms, biblical 
texts, and many other religious publications. 
There is a strong grammatical identity in 
invocations, prayers, and other ritual forms, 
both public and private. An obvious lexical 
identity pervades formal articles of faith and 
scriptural texts, with the lexicon of doctrine 
informing the whole religious expressions. 
And there is a highly distinctive discourse 
identity. (p. 371)  
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From this what is justified is that a translated 
religious text should be typical and natural that 
addresses the tone and style of the source text. 
Sanskrit is the language of gods and goddesses so 
common people hardly understand the language, 
although all the cultural and ritual performances 
should be carried out according to the direction of 
Sanskrit religious texts. To overcome such 
problems Sanskrit pandit translates the text 
according to the context, but now these texts are 
translated not only in the local languages such as 
Nepali but also in the international languages such 
as English, Germany and French.  So it needs to 
understand the basic aspects of the translation of 
Sanskrit religious texts.  

2. Methodology  

The qualitative research paradigm has been 
followed to complete the study and only the 
secondary source of data was used to analyze the 
issues raised. The main focus of the paper is to 
analyze how small linguistic items play an 
important role while transferring meaning to 
target languages. For that it generally observed 
the phonology, morphology and semantic features 
of both source and target texts. The data were 
collected from some Sanskrit texts and analyzed 
through paragraph description. 

3. Aspects of translating Sanskrit religious texts  

The key aspects of texts observed and analyzed 
range from the phonic to structural. 

3.1 Phonic aspect 

The sound is one of the distinctive features of 
Sanskrit religious texts. It is used while reciting, 
memorizing and quoting the important chanting. 
The translator should have knowledge about 
sound devices such as alliteration, assonance and 
rhyme scheme. Alliteration and assonance are 
highly used in Sanskrit religious texts that make 
sound effective to listen. Rhyme, alliteration, 
assonance, etc play an important role to memorize 
the important lines of religious texts; therefore, 
this is an effective device of religious texts. The 
phonic aspect of the religious text is important 
because it brings new insight to the readers of 
translated text such as while translating Rudri, a 
widely known religious text of the Sanskrit 
language, a translator should be conscious about 

euphonious sounds that make the utterances 
pleasing, beautiful and harmonious.  

3.2 Morphological aspect  

Morphological forms used in Sanskrit religious 
texts are different from the forms observed in 
contemporary languages. For instance, the old 
suffixes tuhā or wā   replace the third person 
suffix -s.  Some types of religious forms do not 
have the exact meaning. Such morphological 
forms have their special space in religious texts. 
Some words have direct relation to the activities 
of gods and goddesses that is known as mantra 
word or main words such as Ohm, Him, krim and 
phãt. For non-Sanskrit speakers these words only 
provide meaning which seem very common. So, it 
is necessary to make these words sound like the 
scripture to non-Sanskrit speaking audiences. 
Such translation is highly motivated by spiritual 
quest. The translator tries to catch the spiritual 
quest by choosing words. Therefore, it should 
avoid archaic forms and choose to translate 
religious texts with morphological forms that are 
similar to modern usage. 

3.3 Lexical aspect 

Specialized lexical items are used in religious 
translation that is based on theological world such 
as Ishor (God), Pramātmā (divine soul) Shankar 
(Lord Shiva)  Swarga (Heaven) as well as names 
of religious figures like Pārbati and Shiva, are 
frequently used in Sanskrit texts. Crystal (1964) 
categories and classifies religious lexical items 
into seven categories on the basis of the Christian 
context which are as follows: 

a) Vocabulary requiring explicit historical 
elucidation, usually with considerable 
emotional overtones, depending on the 
intensity of the user’s belief. 

b) Vocabulary again requiring explicit historical 
elucidation, but with no definable emotional 
overtones.   

c) Vocabulary of personal qualities and activities 
with no explicit correlation with the past, but 
which needs to be interpreted in the light of 
Christ’s own usage and example: pity, mercy, 
charity, love, purity, prayer and contrition. 
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d) Vocabulary referring to commonly-used, 
specifically-religious concepts (other than the 
above). 

e) Technical terms: collect, [a brief formal prayer 
that is used in various Western liturgies before 
the epistle and varies with the day] sermon, 
cardinal, cruet, [a small vessel for holy water], 
and amice [a liturgical vestment consisting of 
an oblong piece of white linen worn around 
the neck and shoulders and partly under the 
alb]. 

f) Theological terms: any of (3) and (4) when 
used in this context, usually with precise 
definition. Also, e.g., consubstantial, only-
begotten [only, unrepeated], and 
transubstantiation. 

g) Vocabulary that occurs frequently in liturgical 
language which is used in certain registers, 
e.g., trespasses (as a noun), deliverance, 
transgression, the multitude, partake, 
admonish, lest, deign, bondage; and many 
formulae, e.g., have mercy on us, forgive sins, 
to come night, and exact vengeance. In such 
cases, one needs to review possible 
interrelationships between registers which 
could influence acceptability. 

Religious lexical items can be classified into three 
categories in the context of Sanskrit religious texts 
and Hindu theological context: 

a) Hindu religious terms which are totally 
unfamiliar to the translator, because they are 
only used in Hindu religious contexts: Names 
of Devi (goddess such as Durgā, Saraswati, 
Laxmi), devatā (gods such as Yamaraj, Kuber, 
Bramhā  etc). Names of religious places such 
as Kailāsh (abode of Shiva), Baikuntha, 
(abode of Vishnu). 

b) Hindu terms which are familiar to the 
translator because they are also used in non-
Sanskrit contexts such as ishoriya (divine), 
atmā  (soul), mrittu (death) etc. These words 
can be easily translated from source language 
to target language without giving cultural 
references. 

c) Hindu terms which are familiar to the 
translator because they are also used in non-
religious contexts, however, the words are 
mostly used in religious texts such as d ā n 
(simply offering), snān (simply bath). While 
these words come in religious texts, they also 
carry special meanings so that translators 
should be conscious of such special meanings. 

The lexical problem in 2 and 3 can be easily 
sorted out by searching specialized dictionaries or 
references, but type 1 may be overlooked by 
translators because it is based on its own 
discourse. 

3.4 Formal vs. informal aspects  

Sanskrit religious texts are guided by formal 
language patterns. Some of the texts like Rudri 
and Chandi follow the formal religious language. 
However, sometimes certain hymns, prayers and 
other devotional songs follow the informal 
discourse. While translating Sanskrit religious 
texts, the translator should be conscious of both 
aspects of the Sanskrit source text. For example, 
as translating the word kumāri from Sanskrit into 
English, we should not use the word girl. The 
better word is virgin goddess. In formal English 
we can use the word god for a heavenly creature; 
however, in Sanskrit translation we use divine, 
heavenly body etc. It means that both formal and 
informal aspects should be taken into care of 
while translating Sanskrit religious texts.  

4. Parallel structures  

The parallel structure is widely used in religious 
texts. Use of parallel structures such as adjacent 
synonyms makes the utterance more intense and 
effective. This phenomenon is also called 'quasi-
synonymy'. This lexical device is used to maintain 
the convincing situation of the text in certain 
religious contexts. It combines terms which share 
semantic properties for stylistic reasons. Larson 
(1984) has given the example:  

Spots and blemishes 
 Holy and righteous  
Strangers and foreigners. (p.156) 
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Phrase repetition: Phrase repetition is occasionally 
found in Sanskrit religious texts, e.g., in 
Saptasahti Chandi certain phrases are repeated 
such as, namatashai  namatashai  namonamah. 
Such repetitions help to produce cohesion in the 
text. It also produces momentum, rhythm and 
emphasis.  

5. Strategies for translating religion-specific terms 

It needs certain strategies to translate religion-
specific terms. Newmark (1988, pp. 81-93) 
mentions some strategies which are as follows: 

a) Transference: Through transference a source 
language word is transferred into the target 
language in its' original form. Examples are 
Mahādev, (Great God), Mahādevi (Great 
Goddess). 

b) Naturalization: This process adapts a source 
language item from the first to the normal 
pronunciation and spelling  of the religious 
words in its' normal morphology, e. g. pandit 
from Sanskrit to pundit in English,  

c) Cultural equivalent: The source language 
item is translated by an equivalent religious 
language item while maintaining the same 
connotations, e.g. heaven, hell, earth etc 

d) Functional equivalent: It is the process of 
using religion-neutral items. It involves 
neutralization or generalization of the source 
language words. For example, narak.  This 
word literally means hell or underworld but it 
usually refers to the place that sinners reached 
after death. 

e) Descriptive equivalent: In this procedure the 
translator paraphrases the religious item. For 
example, the Sanskrit chanting (mantra) 
needs to be explained by a phrase because it 
has no exact equivalent, e. g. har har ( name 
of Mahādev)  

f) Synonym:  The translator can use a near 
religious word which is equivalent to source 
language word. For example kalash refers to 
pot but in translation vessel is more suitable. 

g) Through-translation: It is also called loan-
translation. It is known as literal translation of 
a phrase. Some examples nama Shibāya' in 

Sanskrit can be translated in English as ' Oh! 
Lord Shiva! 

h) Modulation: Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) 
define the procedure as, "a variation of the 
form of the message through a change in the 
point of view. It occurs when the translator 
reproduces the message of the original text in 
conformity with the current norms of the 
religious language "(p. 36). They point out 
eleven types of modulation as, negated 
contrary, abstract for concrete, cause for 
effect, means for result, a part for the whole 
and geographical change. For example; 
mahākāl simply means 'great death' for non-
Hindu people. However it has to be translated 
as Ferocious Form of Lord Shiva. . 

i) Compensation: Newmark (1988) describes 
the notion of compensation as, “This is said 
to occur when loss of meaning, sound-effect, 
metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a 
sentence is compensated in another part, or in 
a contiguous sentence” (p.90). It is to 
compensate for the loss of meaning. An 
example is āchman = taking water, tarpan - 
offering water etc.  

j) Componential analysis: While translating 
Sanskrit texts into other languages some 
words are decomposed in minimal parts and 
produce the meaning that helps to minimize 
the overlaps, e.g.  Vishanabe nama = Oh! 
Vishnu 

k) Paraphrase: In the process of paraphrasing, 
the meaning of a religion-specific term is 
explained in more details, longer than what 
we do with the descriptive equivalent. But the 
translator should be careful about the length 
of the text and make it concise. For example, 
Dikpāl, (name of deity) and Prajāpati (name 
of deity). To do justice to such words, it 
needs a paraphrase that creates problems in 
readers.  The translator is required to make it 
as concise as possible.      

l) Notes and additions: They help to provide 
extra information about religion-specific 
expressions to target readers. Translators 
often use transliteration when they fail to find 
an equivalent. At that time he/she uses the 
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notes and justifies the meaning of the words 
used in target text.  Therefore, we can follow 
one of the following procedures: 

a. Add a glossary at the end of the book.  

b. Use footnotes or endnotes.  

c. Insert a partial or full explanation either 
parenthesized or free in the text, next to the 
italicized term.  

The last procedure could be more practical 
because it provides the readers with the meaning 
in the shortest way possible avoiding the need to 
turn over the page. 

6. Syntactic features  

Syntactic features are different from other features 
of the text. Some of them are as follows: 

a) Capitalization: While translating texts from 
Sanskrit to English , certain words are to be 
written in capital letters  

b) Imperatives:  The imperative is highly used in 
Sanskrit. This is widely used for giving 
instructions, advice and sermons as a form of 
a direct address. (Leech, 1966)  gives the 
example of Christian religious text and 
highlights: 

The language of direct address is an 
appropriate vehicle for effective 
communication where the speaker seems to be 
holding a conversation with the addressee. The 
use of an imperative may signal a command if 
the speaker is older or has a higher position 
than the addressee. Between two equal parties, 
it may denote exhortation or an entreaty. From 
an inferior to a superior, it is a supplication. 
(p.34) 

In the religious contexts, imperative mood helps 
to convey message to the addressee. While 
translating the texts, the translator should 
understand the nature of imperatives and 
consciously use these imperatives according to the 
hidden meaning of texts. .  

c)  Opatatives: The optative mood of verb 
expresses opinion, emotion and wishes. 

While quoting opinions of the sages and 
gods, optative mood is frequently used so that 
we should be conscious about such phrases e. 
g. Praise be to Devi (Goddess), May Durgā  
have mercy on him, May his soul rest in 
peace, Peace be with you, and “Let his great 
name be blessed'. 

d) Gender:  In the Sanskrit text feminine, 
masculine and neutral genders are highly 
used in various contexts. The use of feminine 
gender in Sanskrit is different from that of 
English and other languages.  So the 
translator should be conscious about such 
specific convention of using gender and 
translate the gender on the basis of context of 
the source text. The feminine forms in 
English are so limited and the modern neutral 
language (that addresses both sexes) is often 
not employed in religious services because 
religious texts follow the concepts that used 
in early writings of the text. Generally 
English speaking people tend to use the plural 
form because English plural pronouns are 
neutral. In the same line, masculine words 
that address both sexes, such as mankind for 
humanity. However, Sanskrit religious words 
are highly motivated with its traditional 
grammar which is different from modern 
rules of universal grammar. Such as the word 
dharā refers to wife in Sanskrit which is 
universally known as female gender but 
Sanskrit grammar categorizes this word as the 
masculine gender.   

7. Semantic features  

 Due to semantic relationships between words, 
languages differ. In translating Sanskrit sacred 
texts, the translator has little freedom to use the 
techniques proposed for non-equivalence. 
Otherwise the translator would give his/her own 
interpretation of the source text based on 
theological orientation. It allows the signs and 
images of the source text to be interpreted by the 
readers. Some Sanskrit religious texts are content-
oriented rather than form-oriented. In this case the 
translator focuses on original meaning of the text 
rather than other aspects.  
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8. Conclusion 

To translate Sanskrit religious texts, it needs the 
in-depth analysis of both languages, including 
phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. 
This study discussed the basic features of 
translation of Sanskrit religious texts on the basis 
of the linguistic paradigm. For non-native 
translators, translating religious texts is a difficult 
task so he/she should be conscious about small 
linguistic items, their nature and functions in 
translated texts. No particular theory has been 
established to translate Sanskrit religious texts 
into other languages; however, thousands of 
Sanskrit religious texts have been translated into 
many languages, including English, French, 
Germany and Nepali. So, translators should be 
conscious about the nature of the Sanskrit 
language and its theological connection to Hindu 
philosophy while translating Sanskrit religious 
texts.       
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